Consensus Statement
From the Adventist-Jewish Friendship
Conference in Jerusalem

As participants in ‘Comfort, Comfort My People’, an Adventist-Jewish
Friendship Conference, meeting in Jerusalem, Israel, 6-12 February,
2006, we give our assent to the following consensus statement.
■ We aﬃrm the words of the prophet Isaiah,
taken as the title of this conference, intending
them to express our positive attitude towards the
Jewish people, acknowledging the need for healing in our relationship, and aﬃrming our conviction that they occupy a unique place in God’s
purposes.

hope, to name but a few. We have much more
to learn from Judaism about how to deepen our
faith and become better Seventh-day Adventists.

■ We as Seventh-day Adventists have much for
which to repent in how we have related to Jews.
Anti-Judaism and even anti-Semitism, rather
than true brotherhood and acknowledgment of
commonly held spiritual truths, have too often
characterized our relationships. For this we ask
forgiveness from those Jews affected by our actions.

■ We aﬃrm that among Christians, Seventhday Adventists have a unique relationship to the
Jewish people. We share common truths, such
as the significance of the Hebrew Scriptures for
our spiritual nurture, and of biblical law for our
ethical instruction. In particular we note the significance of the Sabbath for both groups. Further, our unique relationship is grounded in the
conviction that the Jews occupy an unparalleled
place in the divine-human relationship, a point
aﬃrmed by the New Testament in its referring to
them as ‘His people’ (e.g. Romans 11:1-2).

■ We have been reminded at this conference of
the richness of our Jewish heritage in areas as diverse as lifestyle, Sabbath, worship and common

■ We aﬃrm our common heritage with Judaism, acknowledge our indebtedness to it, and aspire to relate to Jews in love and openness.
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■ We wish to encourage the world-wide Seventh-day Adventist Church to explore the exegetical and theological foundations for the relationship between Christianity in general and
Adventism in particular on the one hand, and
Judaism on the other. This should be done in
depth, as a matter of urgency, and in a spirit of
unity. In particular, to address the traditional
Adventist interpretation of Daniel 9:24-27; to
study comprehensively Ellen White’s statements
concerning the place and role of Israel in God’s
salvation-history; and to investigate the potential impact of the Holocaust on Adventist biblical hermeneutics. Further, to investigate with
an attitude of openness, how such study might
inﬂuence future formulations of the Adventist
relationship to Judaism.

■ We acknowledge that our aims can not be
achieved through theological discussion alone.
Therefore, we wish to encourage initiatives that
will enhance dialogue, friendship and mutual respect for each other’s traditions.
■ We contemplate the future hoping for a willingness to learn from each other, anticipating a
celebration of our common heritage which will
lead to our mutual spiritual enrichment, while
honouring the God whom we both serve.
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